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Following the incident where three Taiwanese fishing vessels

were seajacked for ransom in Somalia that has triggered widespread

attention among the local people, one more incident has broke out in

the centerline of the Taiwan Strait, where a fishing boat captain has been

kidnapped by mainland vessel crew to China, causing unrest to seago-

ing fishermen.  Luckily thanks to the cooperation among the funda-

Mainland fishing board crew allegedly involved in
the case are indicted for obstruction of freedom,
pending further legal investigation

A fishing vessel captain being kid-
napped to the mainland, the Coast
Guard’s nimble conduct demon-
strates a successful rescue
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mental units under Coast Guard 13th patrol region in Penghu, and Coast

Guard ships’ effective interception, the captain of SS Sheng Fah Cheng

#2 has been rescued at sea successfully, fostering not only a widespread

recognition from local gentry in Penghu but also a model in executing

Coast Guard urgent mission.

The incident took place on Sept. 4, 2005. A Penghu-based fishing

vessel SS Sheng Fah Cheng #2 operated in the open seas 56 nautical

miles southwest off the coast of Chi Mei, Penghu has allegedly collided

with a mainland-based fishing vessel SS Min Dong Fishery #5069 to

trigger maritime disputes, which in turn leads to the captain of Sheng

vessel, surnamed Lu, being kidnapped by the mainland fishing vessel

crew heading toward Mainland China.  The Coast Guard 13th patrol

region, upon lodging in the report from the Fishery Broadcast Station,

has swiftly moved to appoint a task force by dispatching online patrol

ships and vessels to provide rescue, demonstrating its stern determina-

tion of fishery escorting.  With the accurate chase and infiltration con-

ducted by all responding units, the task force has successfully intercep-

tion two fishing vessels allegedly involved, SS Min Dong Fishery #5069

and SS Min Dong Fishery #4878, where except captain Lu has been res-

cued to the patrol ship, the mainland fishing boats allegedly involved

in the case have been impounded and escorted back to the Coast Guard’s

Penghu Coast Guard platoon for interrogation and investigation, and

following the preliminary questioning, the case has had the allegedly

involved mainlanders arraigned on charges of obstruction of freedom

pending further investigation by Penghu’s D.A.’s Office.

Coast Guard 13th patrol region vice commander Ho Shih-ching

said, a Penghu, Wai An-based fishing vessel, SS Sheng Fah Cheng #2,

manned by captain Lu Tsuen-mun, age 48, at 11:35 noon on Sept. 3 has

declared with the Makung security checkpoint for seagoing operations

with 2 crew and one mainland worker on board.  Yet unexpectedly, it

has allegedly collided with a mainland-based fishing vessel, SS Ming

Dong Fishery #5069, with verbal threats from a sister ship, SS Ming

Dong Fishery No. 4878, demanding captain Lu to come on board for

negotiation, as the ships quickly takes off toward the northwest direc-

tion heading for mainalnd’s Dong Shan Island.

Two crewmembers of SS Sheng and one mainland fishing worker

have immediately tailed the Mainland fishing vessel, and radioed the

Fishery Radio Station for help.  The Fishery Radio Station in turn noti-

fies the 13th patrol regiment of Penghu’s Pengu Coast Guard platoon

and contacts the Kinmen patrol region for Kinmen patrol boats, SS

PP5037, Penghu patrol boats SS PP6007 and PP6016, along with south-

ern regional mobile platoon’s Coast Guard platoon SS Fu Hsing patrol

ship and the aerial police squad to launch the sea-aerial rescue mission.

Through a series of chase, the Coast Guard Administration south-

ern regional patrol bureau 13th Penghu patrol region’s patrol boats, SS

PP6007 and PP5016, and the 12 th  Kinmen patrol region’s SS PP5037
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patrol boat, and the southern mobile platoon’s patrol ships led by SS Fu

Hsing and such, successfully intercepted the mainland-based fishing

vessel, SS Min Dong Fishery No. 5069 at 80 nautical miles southwest off

the coast of Chi Mei, Penghu, and rescued captain Lu safety.  The two

mainland ships allegedly involved in the case, SS Ming Dong Fishery

#4878 and Min Dong Fishery #5069 were impounded and towed to the

Penghu Coast Guard platoon for interrogation, and upon concluding

the initial interrogation, the Coast Guard unit not only seized the in-

volving mainland fishing vessels, but  also turned the case mainland

crew to the Penghu D.A.’s office on charges of obstruction of freedom,

pending further investigation.

Said the family of the kinapped captain, surnamed Lu, of SS Sheng,

without the Coast Guard unit’s rescuing the hostage at the critical timing,

the ending would be unimaginable, thus they were very grateful of the

Coast Guard’s prompt response and rescue efforts that helped to re-

solve the crisis.

The Coast Guard Administration said, in a move to protect the

operating rights of Taiwanese fishermen, the administration routinely

assigns patrol ships to conduct fishery escort duties in the sea areas

around Taiwan, and fishermen who come across mainland fishing ves-

sels trespassing the border for fishing or in need of emergency aid, they

are urged to call Coast Guard’s 118 exclusive hotline, in turn the Coast

Guard will respond in a full service for nationwide service to devote its

efforts in serving the people, necessary to secure the residents’ equity

and safety.

(The author is currently with the 8th coast guard platoon under the Head

Coast Guard Bureau)
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Captain of SS Sheng Cheng Fah #2 (1st from
left)and county councilman (1st from right)
dedicate an appreciation plaque to the Pong
Hu Coast Guard platoon in person, which is
received by platoon leader Ho Shih-ching
(middle)


